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Abstract. To prevent scalability problem caused by increasing traffic of real-time
applications, cluster architecture with Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schedul-
ing scheme is mostly deployed in wireless sensor networks. However, even though
it have proven good scalability and suitability for real-time communications, but
static scheduling lacks of adaptability in several situations by not admitting some
real-time flows where slots remain available. To solve mentioned problem, in this
paper, we propose an adaptive cluster-based scheduling scheme for real-time flows
by utilizing the time slots for flows according to type of flows such as inside or
outside cluster. So, the proposed scheme can achieve better utilization of channel
by minimizing the number of unused channels for real-time flows than static scheme
through new adaptive TDMA scheduling scheme . Simulation results show that more
flows are admitted and delivered within the deadline in the proposed scheme by uti-
lizing unused time slots accordingly.
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1. Introduction

Real-time communication in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is increasing day by day
due to their significant importance in a wide range of applications. Example applications
include health monitoring, disaster management, seismic monitoring, fire monitoring sys-
tem, industrial process monitoring and control. In all these systems, sensed data have to
reach the monitoring station within specific time period or before the expiration of dead-
line [19, 3, 5, 14, 10].

According to this demand, scheduling of real-time data at Medium Access Control
(MAC) layer becomes important and challenging where efficient utilization of the channel
is also required to deliver real-time data within deadline by considering the constraints
such as interference relations and priority of flows [8]. The existing techniques to handle
the channel access in WSNs are mainly divided into contention-based and contention-free
schemes. In contention-based scheme, collision occurs when two or more nodes transmit
on the channel at the same time. Consequently, it results in unpredictable additional delay
that is inappropriate for real-time application. Compared to contention-based approach,
contention-free MAC schemes are mostly predictable in term of transmission delay so
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they are suitable for real-time communications [15, 1]. Among diverse contention-free
MAC approaches, many research works have focus on TDMA method.

Until now, TDMA scheduling for real-time communication have been well studied in
[16, 9, 2]. In WirelessHART network [16], real-time packets are scheduled using TDMA.
Since this scheduling algorithm allows only one transmission in a time slot by not pro-
viding spatial reuse, it limits the scalability of such approach. On the other hand, TDMA
scheduling algorithm in [9] is proposed to allocate time slots based on requests and dead-
line of nodes. This scheduling works where the nodes are one hop away from the des-
tination. However, in some situations, all nodes cannot transmit directly to base station.
Furthermore, since the mentioned schemes not only have scalability problem but also sup-
port one-hop scheduling, this weakness leads to our new cluster-based TDMA scheduling
algorithm in [2]. More detailed, our proposed scheduling algorithm divides intra-cluster
time slots into two separate slots: IntraSend and IntraRecv. Real-time flows generated
from a cluster are guaranteed to use IntraSend time slots, while those aiming at destina-
tion at the cluster are scheduled in IntraRecv time slots. But, due to the static slot allo-
cation, the intra-cluster scheduling algorithms cannot utilized available empty slots. So,
some flows cannot be delivered within the deadline due to static allocation.

In order to solve mentioned problem by extending the our previous work, in this paper,
we propose adaptive TDMA scheduling algorithm under a cluster architecture. In the
proposed scheme, if the clusters that have either IntraSend or IntraRecv flows, they do
not distinguish IntraSend and IntraRecv scheduling. It implies that flows in a cluster can
make use of two time slots together. But, in the previous scheme, these time slots cannot
be occupied by flows due to static allocation. That is, an adaptive scheduling scheme can
utilize the intra-cluster time slots according to the states of the flows dynamically. Finally,
simulation results show that proposed schemes have higher number of flows admitted and
delivered within the deadline than the previous work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in the section
2. the system model and notation is introduced in the section 3. In the section 4, we ex-
plain the proposed scheduling framework with example. Section 5 provides performance
evaluation and section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly present the TDMA scheduling algorithms under cluster archi-
tecture. Cluster-based TDMA scheduling with different objectives have been proposed
for WSNs in [13, 11, 6, 17, 7, 2, 12]. In [13], cluster-based data collection scheme was
proposed where cluster header(CH) can directly access the sink. The intra-cluster com-
munication are TDMA-based and CH in one-hop receives the data from their members.
However, even though they separately considered the inter-cluster and intra-cluster delay
in this scheme, the end-to-end delay was not investigated. In [11], coloring based TDMA
scheduling algorithm was proposed to avoid the interference and achieve the real-time
performance. The intra-cluster delay decreases by scheduling maximum independent sets
of nodes in the same slots. In [6], cluster-based efficient data reporting control scheme
was proposed. For intra-cluster data gathering, only few member nodes were selected as
reporting node to meet the required throughput and save energy in each round. Moreover,
for inter-cluster data reporting, delay bounded data were routed by applying the short-
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est path algorithm with the help of combination between CHs and member nodes. In the
point of CH selection, the authors [12] addressed a novel selection algorithm to maxi-
mize the lifetime for motion detection. But, the real-time communication issues were not
mentioned in this paper. Another cluster-based TDMA scheme to accomplish optimized
energy efficiency and minimum delay was proposed in [17]. This scheme reduced the
end-to-end latency by using the slot reuse concept. In [7], cluster-based unique converge-
cast scheduling problem of information gathering was investigated. All nodes in a cluster
has exactly one packet of information to be sent to the sink. They proposed heuristic al-
gorithm based on spanning tree where the degree of transmission parallelism is increased
by scheduling independent sets in the same slot.

In our previous work [2], real-time flows were scheduled by using TDMA time slots
under cluster architecture. The time slots were divided into three different slots namely
IntraSend, InterComm and IntraRecv slots. In IntraSend slots, real-time flows were sched-
uled from source nodes to its CHs. In InterComm time slots, real-time flows from source
CHs were scheduled to the destination CHs. Finally, in IntraRecv time slots, flows from
destination CHs were transmitted to the destination nodes. Compared to other approaches,
our scheme performs flow scheduling with the priority of flows where the inter-cluster
communication consists of CHs that are less-resource constraints. However, due to static
scheduling, intra-cluster scheduling cannot utilize empty slots adaptively.

3. System Model and Notations

3.1. Network and Flow Model

The network is represented by a graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of sensor nodes
and E denotes the edges between nodes. These edges are represented by e = (u, v). We
assume that if there is edge between two nodes then they can communicate with each
other. Thus, communication edge −→uv indicates that node u can send data to node v.

When nodes communicate each other, two types interference such as primary and/or
secondary interference, may occur [18]. A primary interference occurs when a node re-
ceives and transmits at the same time or receives more than one transmission destined to
it. On the other hand, secondary interference occurs when an intended receiver of a par-
ticular transmission is also within the transmission of another transmission intended for
other nodes.

As for real-time communication, a real-time flow denoted by Fi, is a set of message
streams from a source node srci to a destination node dsti. Each flow Fi has unique
priority i so that flow Fi has higher priority than Fj for i < j. For the frame structure,
global TDMA time slots are divided into three different time slots namely IntraSend,
InterComm and IntraRecv slots as shown in Figure 1. By using IntraSend slots, member
nodes send real-time packets to their CHs. While a CH transmits flows to the destination
CH in InterComm slots, the flows from destination CH are transmitted to destination node
in IntraRecv slots .

3.2. Assumptions

The following assumptions have been made for the proposed network model.
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Fig. 1. Minor frame

(1) The nodes are randomly deployed and belong to one CH that is already known.
(2) All nodes should send neighboring as well as flow information (flow id, source-

destination pair, deadline) to its CH at the initial phase and CHs sends results of
IntraSend scheduling as well as information of neighboring CHs to one centralized
point. The centralized point is already known to CHs at the deployment phase.

(3) A centralized point runs proposed scheduling algorithm and distributes time slots to
all CHs.

(4) The routing path of nodes denoted by ϕ which is computed by centralized point
through the shortest path algorithm. Any change in the flow information should be
notified to CH as well as centralized point in order to trigger new allocation.

(5) Signal of CH is strong as much as possible to communicate with other neighbor CHs.
(6) There is no link between member nodes located in different clusters.
(7) There is no interference among different clusters.
(8) If two nodes are within predetermined distance, then they can communicate and

interference with each other.
(9) The flows are established in case that both source and destination belong to different

clusters.

3.3. Notations

The TDMA frame number is represented by frameminor while the number of slots in
a frame is denoted by Nminor. In each frame, NIS , NIC , NIR denotes the number of
time slots for IntraSend(IS, InterComm(IC) and IntraRecv(IR) scheduling, respectively.
In IntraSend scheduling for flow Fi, the arrival time to the source CH is denoted by
aSH
i while the arrival time to the destination CH is represented by aDH

i in InterComm
scheduling. Finally, arrival time to destination nodes of the flow Fi is defined by ai in
IntraRecv scheduling. The notation and equation number to include each variable are
shown in Table 1.

4. The Proposed Real-Time Flow Scheduling

4.1. Procedure

Our proposed TDMA scheduling algorithm consists of IntraSend, InterComm and In-
traRecv scheduling algorithms. These algorithms are divided into initialization and schedul-
ing parts. In the initialization part of IntraSend and IntraRecv algorithms, each flow shares
their information with their CHs. These information include the flow number and their in-
terference information.
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Table 1. Notations

Notation Meaning Equation
eframeISi The local frame number of Fi in IntraSend scheduling (1)

aSH
i The global scheduling frame number of eframeSH

i (1)
rframeICi The local frame number of Fi’ release time in InterComm scheduling (2)
eframeICi The local frame number of Fi in InterComm scheduling (3)

aDH
i The global scheduling frame number of rframeICi (3)

rframeIRi The local frame number of Fi’ release time in IntraRecv scheduling (4)
eframeIRi The local frame number of Fi in IntraRecv scheduling (5)

adest
i The global scheduling frame number of eframeIRi (5)

Fig. 2. An example of cluster-based real time flows

For example, in Figure 2 for initialization of IntraSend algorithm, F1 and F2 share
flow number and their interference with CH H1. Similarly, for IntraRecv algorithm, F2

and F3 share their flow number as well as interference with CH H3. Through the ini-
tialization of InterComm algorithm, each CH shares their results with centralized point.
Next, in the scheduling part, IntraSend algorithm is used to schedule the flows from source
nodes to their CHs while flows from one cluster to other clusters are scheduled by Inter-
Comm algorithm. Finally, the flows from the CH to destination node is scheduled by the
IntraRecv algorithm.

Since some clusters are likely to have only IntraSend or IntraRecv flows, therefore,
these clusters do not need to differentiate intra-cluster scheduling but can use both time
slots for their intra-flows. Based on this analysis, a new adaptive scheduling scheme is
proposed. For a given set of real-time flows, each cluster counts the number of IntraSend
and IntraRecv flows. If a cluster has only IntraSend flow (e.g. H1 and H5 in Figure 2),
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Flow# IntraSend InterComm IntraRecv

ri 1 ai
SH 2 3 ai

DH 4 ai

F1 0 a b 1 b H1 4

F2 0 c z 4

F3 0 l H5 1 H5 H2 H2 H3 3 H3 g 4

F4 0

(a)

Flow# IntraSend InterComm IntraRecv

ri 5 ai
SH 6 7 ai

DH 8 ai

F1 4 H1 H3 H3 H2 7 H2 p 8

F2 4 z H1 5

F3

F4 4 m H5 5 H5 H2 6

(b)

Flow# IntraSend InterComm IntraRecv

ri 9 ai
SH 10 11 ai

DH 12 ai

F1 8 p q 9

F2 H1 H3 10 H3 O 12

F3

F4 H2 H4 11 H4 d 12

(c)

Fig. 3. Example of Proposed Adaptive scheduling

the IntraSend scheduling of the cluster uses both NIS and NIR time slots. Similarly, if a
cluster has only IntraRecv flows, the IntraRecv scheduling of the cluster uses both NIS

and NIR time slots (e.g. H3 in Figure 2). The flowchart of adaptive scheduling is shown in
Figure 4. In addition, We also propose another adaptive scheduling scheme where clusters
that have both IntraSend and IntraRecv flows can utilized each other slots. The details of
adaptive scheduling are discussed in the following subsections.

4.2. Proposed Adaptive Scheduling

In this scheduling, the intra-cluster slots are utilized adaptively according to the state of
the intra-cluster flows. Because the number of flows scheduled in the frame is known at the
beginning of each IntraSend or IntraRecv frame, if there is no flow in IntraSend frame,
intraRecv flows are scheduled in this frame instead of IntraSend. Similarly, intraSend
flows can be scheduled in IntraRecv frame in case of no IntraRecv flows. In order to
support this scheduling, three scheduling algorithms are demanded to perform sequently.
At the end of each scheduling for the frame size, the number of intra-cluster flows are
updated so that the next intra-cluster scheduling algorithm can make use of corresponding
information.
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The sequence of adaptive scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 4. As shown in
for intra-cluster scheduling result, IntraSend and IntraRecv scheduling are performed if
their flows are ready. On the other hand, if there is no ready flow in IntraSend frame,
then IntraRecv flows are scheduled instead. In the same approach, IntraSend flows are
scheduled if IntraRecv flows are not ready in corresponding frame.

Fig. 4. Proposed Scheduling Flowchart

4.3. Example and Algorithm of Proposed Adaptive Scheduling

We explain the proposed scheduling with an example for four real-time flows in Figure 2.
These flows are scheduled in a sequence of IntraSend, InterComm and IntraRecv schedul-
ing at each frame through proposed adaptive scheduler as shown in Figure 4. The NIS ,
NIC , NIR is set to 1, 2, and 1, respectively.

IntraSend Scheduling The pseudo-code of IntraSend scheduling is described in Algo-
rithm 1. The flows are scheduled in the cluster for NIS slots (line 5). Each CH manages
the IntraSend scheduling result by calling the function IA-FP-Scheduling 4 (line 10). Af-
ter scheduling, then expected arrival time of flows that is required to reach their CHs are
computed from the result of IntraSend scheduling (line 13).

As an example in Figure 3(a), according to intraSend scheduling of C1, F1 are sched-
uled first then F2 is next turn. As transmission

−→
ab of F1 is interferencing with transmission

−→cz of F2, so transmission −→cz is blocked because the priority of F2 is lower than F1. Sim-
ilarly, for cluster C5, transmission

−−→
lH5 of F3 is conflicting with

−−−→
mH5 of F4, therefore
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Algorithm 1 IntraSend Scheduling (GC ,F , NIS)

/∗ GC = (VC , EC): the graph of cluster C ∗/
1: for each cluster Ci do
2: for each flow Fi ∈ F do
3: Fk ← Fi by using the CH for dstk
4: ϕk ← a path from srci to the CH in ϕi

5: for k from 1 to |ϕk| and k ≤ NIS do
6: −→uv ← the k-th edge in ϕi

7: endfor
8: FC ← FC ∪ (ri, Fk,

−→uv)
9: endfor

10: TISC ← IA-FP-Scheduling (GC , FC )
11: endfor
12: for each flow Fi do
13: Calculate rSH

i from the result of TISC

14: endfor
15: return TISC

−−−→
mH5 is blocked according to priority. So, only F3 can be reached its CH. And, its ar-
rival time to source CH is calculated from result of IntraSend scheduling by equation
(1) where eframeISi is the frame number of last transmission of Fi in the IntraSend
scheduling. The CH schedules each flows into the local scheduling table starting from
zero. Thus, eframeISi is the local scheduling frame number of Fi resulting from In-
traSend scheduling so that the arrival time to cluster head in the global frame should be
calculated. Equation (1) converts the local scheduling frame number into the arrival frame
number in global scheduling table.

aSH
i =

⌊
eframeISi
NIS

⌋
×Nminor + eframeISi mod NIS + 1 (1)

InterComm Scheduling In this scheduling, the flows that arrive to the source CH are
transmitted to the destination CH. For this purpose, we build a sub-graph Gheader con-
sisting of only CHs. The InterComm scheduling is used to allocate NIC slots and its
scheduling result is shared among CHs. As shown in Algorithm 2, the routing path con-
tains only the sub-path from source CH to destination CH (line 5). Each flow is scheduled
for NIC slots (line 6). The function IA-FP-scheduling 4 is used to adjust flows for In-
terComm scheduling (line 11). After scheduling, the expected arrival time of flows is
obtained from the result of InterComm scheduling (line 13). In InterComm scheduling,
this arrival frame number, aSH

i , is again converted into the local scheduling frame of the
InterComm scheduling node in order to schedule the flow after arrival at the CH, which
is derived by Equation (2).

rframeICi =


⌊

aSH
i

Nminor

⌋
×NIC if aSH

i 6= ∅.

NIC × frameminor if aSH
i = ∅.

(2)
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By this approach, only F3 is arrived at CH at time 1. So, both
−−−−→
H5H2 and

−−−−→
H2H3 can

be scheduled at frame 1 in InterComm scheduling as shown in Figure 3(a). The arrival
time to the destination CH of flow is determined by Equation (3). Similar to Equation (2),
aDH
i and adesti in Equation (3) and (5) correspond to the global frame number at which

flow Fi is delivered in the destination cluster and the destination node, respectively.

Algorithm 2 InterComm Scheduling (Gheader,F , NIC)

/∗ Gheader: the graph consisting of only CHs ∗/
1: for each flow Fi ∈ F do
2: Fk ← Fi

3: srck ← the source CH of Fi

4: dstk ← the destination CH of Fi

5: ϕk ← a path from srck to dstk in ϕi

6: for k from 1 to |ϕk| and k ≤ NIC do
7: −→uv ← the k-th edge in ϕi

8: endfor
9: FC ← FC ∪ {(rframeICi , Fk,

−→uv)}
10: endfor
11: TIC ← IA-FP-Scheduling (Gheader , FC )
12: for each flow Fi do
13: Calculate rDH

i from the result of TIC
14: endfor
15: return TIC

aDH
i =

⌊
eframeICi
NIC

⌋
×Nminor + eframeICi mod NIC +NIS + 1 (3)

IntraRecv Scheduling In IntraRecv scheduling, the flows arrived at the destination CH
are transmitted to destination node. Like IntraSend scheduling, each cluster manages the
IntraRecv scheduling result through the pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 3. The schedul-
ing is done by calling the function IA-FP-scheduling 4 (line 11). Similar to previous
example, the release time slots of IntraRecv scheduling flows can be derived from the
arrival time of Fi at destination CH by Equation (4).

rframeIRi =


⌊

aDH
i

Nminor

⌋
×NIR if aDH

i 6= ∅.

NIR × frameminor if aDH
i = ∅.

(4)

Interestingly, in Figure 3(a) for cluster C1, no IntraRecv flows are ready to be sched-
uled. So, IntraSend transmission

−−→
bH1 of F1 and−→cz of F2 are scheduled in IntraRecv slots.

Since only F3 is ready for IntraRecv scheduling in cluster C3, its transmission
−−→
H3g is

scheduled in corresponding slot. The flows that arrive to destination node are determined
by Equation (5).
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Algorithm 3 IntraRecv Scheduling (GC ,F , NIR)

/∗ GC = (VC , EC): the graph of cluster C ∗/
1: for each cluster Ci do
2: FC ← ∅
3: for each flow Fi ∈ F do
4: Fk ← Fi by using the CH for srck
5: ϕk ← a path from the CH to dsti in ϕi

6: for k from 1 to |ϕk| and k ≤ NIR do
7: −→uv ← the k-th edge in ϕi

8: endfor
9: FC ← FC ∪ {(rframeIRi , Fk,

−→uv)}
10: endfor
11: TIRC ← IA-FP-Scheduling (GC , FC )
12: for each flow Fi do
13: Calculate ri

ai from the result of TIRC

14: endfor
15: return TIRC

adesti =

⌊
eframeIRi
NIR

⌋
×Nminor + eframeIRi mod NIR +NIS +NIC + 1 (5)

In the next frameminor, the flows are scheduled as shown in the following Figure
3(b). Finally, in Figure 3(c), in C2, since there is no ready flow for IntraSend scheduling,
IntraRecv transmission −→pq of F1 can be scheduled in the IntraSend slots.

After IntraRecv scheduling, the release frame for IntraSend flows that are not deliv-
ered to the destination node can be found by the Equation (6) while their release IntraSend
slots are calculated by Equation (7).

rframeISi =


⌊

ai

Nminor

⌋
×NIS if ai 6= ∅.

NIS × frameminor if ai = ∅.
(6)

ri =

⌊
eframeISi
NIS

⌋
×Nminor + eframeISi mod NIS (7)

The Algorithm 4 presents how to schedule real-time flows with consideration of in-
terference and priority of flows. The IntraSend, InterComm and IntraRecv algorithms
perform scheduling of their flows by calling Algorithm 4. The scheduling algorithm finds
the first possible frame for a transmission −→uv (line 5). When the flow interferes with one
with higher priority, it is blocked and delayed by one frame (line 8− 11).
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Algorithm 4 IA-FP-Scheduling (G, F)
/ ∗G = (V,E),F = {fi(ri, Fi, ϕi)}
1: Initialize TDMA scheduling table T with ∅.
2: for i from 1 to NF do
3: frame← ri
4: for j from 1 to |ϕi| do
5: −→uv ← the j-th edge in ϕi

6: do
7: schedulable← true;
8: for k from 1 to i− 1 do
9: if interfere (−→uv, T [j][frame]) = true then

10: schedulable← false;
11: if schedulable = false then frame← frame + 1;
12: while (schedulable = false);
13: T [i][frame]← −→uv;
14: frame← frame + 1;
15: endfor
16: endfor
17: return T

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Environment

We have developed simulation program to evaluate the proposed scheduling algorithm.
We used the GENSEN tool [4] to generate the network topology where about 50 nodes
are generated randomly in 100m × 100m area. The number of clusters is varied from
4 to 8 while each CH is selected as a node located near the center of the cluster. The
simulation result provides the ratio of number of flows delivered within the deadline.
The deadline of flow is the multiple of the number of hops from source to destination
denoted by Mdeadline. So, if a flow has 5 hops and then Mdeadline = 2, deadline is set to
10(= 5× 2).

To analyze the performance of our proposed scheduling algorithm, we compare the
proposed-adaptive and previous scheme in [2] based on four metrics i.e. impact of dead-
line, impact of flows, impact of clusters and impact of intra-cluster slots. For simplicity,
we refer proposed-adaptive as adaptive in the following sections.

5.2. Impact of Deadline

In Figure 5, we analyzed the impact of the deadline on each flow acceptance rate in all
comparative schemes. We take a short deadline from 1 to 3 while fix the numbers of flows
as 6 in 6 clusters.

As shown in Figure 5(a)-(c), the acceptance rate of adaptive scheme is higher than the
previous one because the IntraSend and IntraRecv scheduling in previous scheme cannot
utilize empty slots. Due to this wastage of slots, more flows with shorter deadline miss
their deadlines. Compared to the previous scheme, the adaptive scheme reveals higher
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acceptance rate. This is because intra-cluster scheduling in previous scheme cannot use
each other empty slots for clusters that have both IntraSend and IntraRecv flows. However,
in adaptive scheme, although clusters have both IntraSend and IntraRecv flows, but if only
one type of the flow is not ready at that time, then the other type of flows can make use of
both IntraSend and IntraRecv slots.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results w.r.t deadline

5.3. Impact of number of flows

In this section, we have analyzed the number of flows meeting deadline in comparative
schemes by varying the flow numbers from 4 to 8. For each flow case, we run 100 random
cases and count the number of cases where all flows are scheduled in their deadlines. The
number of clusters are fixed to 6 while deadlines are vary from 2 to 8.

As shown in Figure 6, as the number of flows increases the acceptance rate decreases
due to conflict of flow scheduling in all schemes. By analyzing the result, we can figure
out that the previous scheme accommodates less number of flows as compared to adaptive
schemes. The reason is that flows are not completely scheduled in the allocated slots as
the number of flows increases in the previous scheme due to insufficient slots or high
priority flow interference. Therefore, these flows are to be scheduled in the next frame
corresponding slots, hence less flows are scheduled at short deadline. Compare to previous
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scheme, intra-cluster scheduling in adaptive schemes can make use of each other slots.
So in adaptive scheme, if IntraSend flows in a cluster do not complete its scheduling in
the allotted IntraSend slots, then IntraRecv slots can be utilized by IntraSend flows if its
IntraRecv flows are not ready.
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(a) # of flows = 4 (b) # of flows = 5
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(c) # of flows = 6 (d) # of flows = 7
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Fig. 6. Simulation results w.r.t flow

5.4. Impact of number Clusters

In Figure 7, we analyze flows delivered within the deadline as a function of number of
clusters. For this purpose, the clusters are varied from 4 to 8 while number of flows is
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(a) # of clusters = 4 (b) # of clusters = 8

Fig. 7. Simulation results w.r.t cluster
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(a) sequence = 1:2:1 (b) sequence = 2:2:1
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Fig. 8. Simulation results w.r.t IntraSend
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fixed to 6. We run 100 random cases for each cluster number and count the number of
cases where all flows are scheduled in their deadlines.

As show in Figure 7, if lower number of clusters that have high intra-cluster interfer-
ence is assumed, less numbers of flows are scheduled in the available intra-cluster slots.
But, as the number of cluster increases, the intra-cluster flows interference is reduced.
Therefore, more flows are scheduled in the intra-cluster slots. For eight clusters, the ac-
ceptance rate decreases due to high interference between the CHs.

Compared to the previous scheme, the adaptive scheme shows higher acceptance rate.
This is because the allocated intra-cluster slots are insufficient for clusters that have high
intra-cluster interference. Therefore, in this case, the adaptive scheme takes the advantage
of intra-cluster schedule. For instance, in adaptive scheme for clusters that have high
IntraSend flows interference, then these flows cannot be completely scheduled in allocated
IntraSend slots so it is possible to use IntraRecv slots. On the other hand, the intra-cluster
scheduling can only utilize their allocated slots and do not utilize slots of one another for
clusters that have high intra-cluster interference in previous scheme. Due to this problem
in previous scheme, intra-cluster flows waste each other empty slots and more flows miss
their deadlines.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results w.r.t IntraRecv
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Fig. 10. Simulation w.r.t intra-cluster results

5.5. Impact of IntraSend/IntraRecv time slots

To analyze the performance of intra-cluster scheduling of adaptive and previous scheme,
the time slots for both IntraSend and IntraRecv scheduling are varied while number of
flow is fixed to 6 for six clusters. In Figure 8, we show the analysis of the IntraSend
scheduling of above comparative scheme when IntraSend time slots are varied from 1 to
3 while the IntraRecv time slots are fixed to 1. As shown in Figure 8(a)-(c), the acceptance
rate of all schemes decreases as the number of IntraSend slots increases. This is because
most of the IntraSend slots are unused when the flows already reach their source CHs.
However, the adaptive scheme has higher acceptance rate than previous scheme. This
comes to insufficient slot for IntraRecv scheduling which allocates one slot.

Since the IntraRecv scheduling cannot utilized the IntraSend slots in previous scheme
due to static scheduling, more flows are likely to miss their deadlines. Similarly in Figure
9, for the analysis of IntraRecv scheduling of comparative scheme, the IntraRecv time
slots are varied from 1 to 3 while IntraSend time slots are fixed to 1. As shown in accep-
tance rate of the adaptive IntraRecv scheduling, they reveal higher rate than the previous
IntraRecv scheduling. Because the allocated IntraSend slot is not sufficient for IntraSend
scheduling, so the adaptive IntraSend scheduling utilizes slots from IntraRecv slots while
previous scheme wastes these IntraSend slots. As a result, more flows miss their deadlines
in the previous scheme.

In Figure 10, IntraSend and IntraRecv have the same ratio of time slots. As the number
of intra-cluster slots increases, performance of both schemes decreases because of the
unused slots. Moreover, performance of proposed scheme becomes similar to previous
scheme as the number of time slots increases. When allocated slots are sufficient for
intra-cluster scheduling, proposed scheme and previous scheme do not utilize Intra-cluster
slots.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed new adaptive TDMA scheduling algorithm under cluster based
architecture in order to extend our previous work which is likely to waste some time
slots due to static scheduling algorithm. Depending on the state of flow, some slots are
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allocated to other flows. Simulation results also were presented to prove the suitability
of the proposed schemes in many different aspects. Related to this work, further research
work will be focused on how to extend proposed scheme in more realistic model. Also, a
new routing protocol considering sensor node’s constraints will be concerned for proposed
scheme.
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